news from our chapters1

Farthest North
Since October and November are the peak months for coastal
flooding in Alaska, it was appropriate that the topic of the 15
November meeting of the chapter in Fairbanks was the major
coastal flood in Kotzebue Sound of 5 October 1983. Richard
Hoopes, deputy meteorologist-in-charge of the National Weather
Service (NWS) Forecast Office in Fairbanks, showed a series
of slides and provided a detailed description of the storm.
The extratropical remains of Typhoon Forrest moved northeast through the Bering Sea, reaching the Bering Strait on 4
October. Southerly gales blew over much of the west coast of
Alaska in advance of the low's occluded front. The central
pressure of the low measured 980 mb—not at all unusual!
The real damage did not occur in conjunction with the low's
occluded front, but with an arctic front that swept out of Siberia after the passage of the occlusion. Since the airmass from
Siberia was well below freezing, and Kotzebue Sound was still
ice free, it was estimated, based on this and surface reports,
that the air-sea temperature difference over Kotzebue Sound
reached - 3 ° C after the passage of the arctic front. The great
instability of the airmass was a key factor in setting up the
flooding, which commenced shortly after the Arctic front swept
over Kotzebue Sound.
At 11 a.m. on 5 October, coastal flooding commenced in
Kotzebue Sound, and 2.4 m or more at Shishmaref, in western
Kotzebue Sound. Several families were evacuated. At Shishmaref, up to 15 m of shoreline was eroded away, and waves
from the ocean splashed up on the school playgrounds. The
school warehouse was destroyed by the surf; only a desperate
sandbagging effort by local residents saved the rest of the school
grounds. At Kotzebue, large sections of Front Street were washed
away. The fringes of the surf reached as far as the doorsteps
of several houses at the peak of the storm. Overall, damage
from the storm totalled $500,000.
Although this potent storm did not appear impressive in its
early stages, its danger was recognized well in advance. The
first bulletin, warning of possible coastal flooding with the
storm, was out on the news wires over 19 hours before the
flooding began. This, coupled with wide dissemination by the
broadcast media in northwest Alaska, got the word on the
storm out in plenty of time for area residents to prepare, and
to minimize the impact of the flooding.
Following Hoopes' description of the storm, the floor was
turned over to Stuart Bigler, director of the NWS Alaska Region, who presented the National Weather Association's award
for excellence in operational performance to Dave Goldstein,
the lead forecaster at Fairbanks. Goldstein issued the first
warning for coastal flooding for the storm described by Hoopes.
His forecast took courage and skill in visualizing how an apparently low-key storm would turn into a high impact event.
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Bigler announced that the winner of the AMS Charles L.
Mitchell Award this year is Bob Fischer, also a lead forecaster
in Fairbanks. Fischer was recognized for his timely and accurate coastal flood warnings for Norton Sound for the storm
of 9 November 1978. As was the case in the 1983 Kotzebue
Sound flood, Fischer's 1978 storm involved many subtleties
that were not explicitly handled by the numerical guidance in
a major weather event.
Goldstein gave a short acceptance speech, emphasizing the
importance of teamwork in getting the job accomplished. He
stated that cooperation with Soviet meteorologists in the exchange of weather data is greatly appreciated.
At the conclusion of the meeting, Ted Fathauer, vice president of the chapter, presented a copy of the Climate of Alaska,
by Cleveland Abbe, to Bigler in appreciation of his addressing
the meeting.—fim Laurenti,
Secretary/Treasurer

Greater Milwaukee
The chapter met on 3 January at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee. Howard Bridgman, who did his Ph.D. work there
and is now a senior lecturer at the University of Newcastle in
Australia, was the featured speaker. His topic, "Acid Rain
Research in Australia," dealt with the acid deposition study
he is conducting in the Hunter River region in New South
Wales (Southeast Australia).
Bridgman gave a geographic overview of the study area, including topography, population concentrations, mining areas,
and major industrial, power plant, and smelter locations. After
speaking briefly about the impact of acid deposition on vegetation, lakes, fisheries, and soils, he went on to describe the
Hunter River Region Air Pollution Project, for which he received a grant in 1983.
The stated objectives of the research are: to determine the
chemical character of the rainfall (pH value and conductivity);
to develop a mathematical model for general prediction of acid
rain; and to determine whether expansion of the impacted area
can be anticipated. Working toward the realization of these
objectives, Bridgman and his associates designed and tested
special gauges that open only when rain falls. Thirty-two collecting sites were established over a 200-km study area.
Bridgman indicated that his acid precipitation study is
scheduled for the period 1984-86, and therefore, it is impossible to draw many conclusions relative to the research done
up to now. He identified the major pollutant types as: S0 2
emissions, mostly from about 70 point sources; particulates
(mainly from power plants and mining operations); and fluorides (from smelting operations). Photochemical pollution is
considered an insignificant problem in the Hunter River region
at this time.
Bridgman described the variety of mechanisms producing
the precipitation events and episodes in the study area, such
as fronts, orographic lifting, onshore winds, low pressure systems, and convectional activity produced by local heating.
Preliminary results of two precipitation episodes with different precipitation mechanisms were detailed for the audience
at the end of his lecture.
After his presentation, Bridgman responded to questions re-
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lated to stack and cloud base heights in the study area; Seasonal
distributions and annual amount of precipitation in the study
area; size of power plants in Australia compared to the U.S.;
and general air quality in the two c o u n t r i e s . — E d w i n J.
Dom-

misse,

Secretary

Indiana
The November meeting of the chapter was held at Ball State
University on 20 November.
After the business meeting, James Rybarcyk of Ball State
University spoke on "Acid Rain, A State Perspective." Rybarcyk began by stating that there are no fish kills in Indiana
because the limestone bedrock buffers Indiana's lakes and
streams. However, acid in groundwater which does not get
buffered may damage pipe and free Cu, Pb, Ag, Zu, and Fe
ions. He stated that the southern Indiana watermelon crop
was damaged in 1984 by acid in rain that freed Al, which
combines with phosphate, robbing plants of phosphate.
Slides of damage to statues and gravestones in Indiana followed, and a comparison to older, but less damaged, gravestones in western Illinois was made. Western Illinois is west
of the industrialized areas of the Midwest and East and therefore receives much less acid rain.
Rybarcyk has been simulating acid rainfalls in the laboratory. Smooth limestone shows extensive pitting after only 15
simulated acid rains.
Acid rain data are collected by volunteers in a network of
about 20 control sites in Indiana and three in Illinois. Samples
are event-oriented and are collected monthly by Rybarcyk. The
data have shown that the median central Indiana pH is in the
range of 3.8 to 4.1, which is lower than most areas of the
eastern U.S. Most of the acidity is caused by coal-burning
power plants in central and southern Indiana and in areas such
as Louisville and Cincinnati. The Ball State University study
measures the amounts of trace metals in the rain and determines source culpability via analysis of coal samples taken
from the source.
A seasonal summary of pH levels showed that rainfall acidity is highest in summer because of increased coal burning
due to increased electricity usage and the warmer temperatures causing faster chemical reactions.—Michael Kennedy,

Secretary I Treasurer

ditions for their region of the state, and include all the major
crops grown in Nebraska.
The third meeting, held in November, featured Lee Miller from
the Nebraska Remote Sensing Center at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. His talk focused on using personal computers
to process Landsat imagery. He showed how valuable agricultural information could be extracted from this sophisticated data using an inexpensive micro-computer. He also showed
how micro-computers could be used to process conventional
aerial photographs to produce meaningful crop management
information.
The fourth meeting was scheduled for December and was to
feature forecasts for the upcoming winter. Jim Zoller from
NWS in Omaha was to give the NWS forecast, while Art Douglas from Creighton University was going to give his own prognostication. The day before the meeting, however, the concern
became the forecast for the next 24 hours. Four hours before
the scheduled meeting time, the chapter officers elected to
cancel the meeting, before even the first snowflake had fallen.
The forecast proved to be right, with heavy snow falling by
meeting time and accumulating over 18 cm overnight. The
chapter still has not heard Zoller or Douglas's forecasts for the
winter, but if they're as good as the forecasts for that evening,
they'll be right on the money.
The winners for the first two forecast contests this fall were
Winston Crandall and Tom Elio.—Jim Stobie, Recording Sec-

retary

Pennsylvania State University Student
The chapter met on 12 November. Plans were announced for
the annual Christmas Party, which is to be held on 10 December, and for the annual Career Nights, which are to be
held on 21 and 28 January. Invited speakers will include representatives from the National Weather Service, the Air Force,
Accu-Weather, the media, and others.
Accu-Weather's president, Joel N. Myers, presented two
scholarships, each in the amount of $250, to Jane Cravens and
John Iwanski. The students were chosen for showing excellent
ability in weather forecasting. Myers also showed a slide presentation about life at Accu-Weather.—Cindy Elliot,
Secretary

New Jersey
Omaha-Offut
This fall's first meeting featured Roy Osugi, hydrologist for
the National Weather Service (NWS) in Omaha. He spoke about
the record-breaking floods that struck eastern Nebraska in the
spring of 1984. He highlighted his talk with many spectacular
aerial photographs taken during the height of the flooding.
The second meeting, held in October, featured Ken Hubbard,
the Nebraska state climatologist. He spoke about how the state
climatology office works with Nebraska agriculture to improve productivity. As part of this program, the state of Nebraska has established an agriculture network (AGNET) which
consists of automated soil, atmospheric, and solar sensors around
the state, all tied to a central computer system in Lincoln.
This computer system contains over 200 programs, 10 of which
deal with weather and climate. Farmers and ranchers from
around the state can query this computer and receive advisories on when to fertilize, spray insecticides, irrigate, etc.
These advisories are based on past and forecast climate con-

The chapter continued its 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 series of meetings on 20
November, at the Kean College campus in Union. The guest
speaker for the evening was Michael Meyer of the Atmospheric
Sciences Research Center at the State University of New York
at Albany. He presented an overview of "FOG-82," a field
study of radiation fogs in the Albany area.
The main focus of the study was the "fog event," a continuous, long-term fog settling over the area. These events were
frequent enough during the study period to allow a detailed
analysis of their composition, formation, and dissipation which
was unlike anything previously done. Measurements and analysis undertaken during the course of the study led to a large
increase in the amount of information available on the microphysics of radiation fogs, as well as the water content and
drop size distribution present within the fogs themselves.—

Carol M. Broccoli,

Secretary

Santa Barbara-Ventura

The chapter held its first meeting of the 1984-85 season on
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25 October at Bray's Restaurant in Goleta. This year's officers
were installed. They are: Robert Sears, chairman; and Alan
Fox, secretary-treasurer. The program for the evening featured
Elinar Hovind, Certified Consulting Meteorologist. He is currently an independent consultant in the Santa Barbara area.
Hovind spoke on the Santa Barbara County cloud seeding
project. Having been involved with most of the cloud seeding
activities in Santa Barbara County, Hovind provided a detailed
history of the project. Cloud seeding was initiated in Santa
Barbara County in 1950, with 20 of the past 35 years having
had a seeding program. Various government and public agencies have sponsored the project over the years, with the County
and local water districts providing the bulk of the recent funding. Seeding operations have evolved since program inception
from ground burner release of Agl to aerial releases aided by
radar tracking of cloud bands from Vandenberg Air Force Base.
Hovind pointed out that approximately 50 percent of the
precipitation in Santa Barbara County results from convective
bands associated with winter and early spring frontal activity.
While offshore, these convective bands are prime candidates
for seeding as they lack cloud condensation nuclei from landbased sources. Seeding usually takes place from aircraft flying
cross sections through the offshore cloud bands, west-southwest of Santa Barbara. It has been estimated that on a seasonal
basis, precipitation amounts in Santa Barbara County have
been enhanced on the order of 10 to 20 percent as a result of
cloud seeding. The most recent cloud seeding activities have
been primarily aimed at increasing rainfall in northern Santa
Barbara County. The presentation concluded with a lengthy
question and answer forum.

The chapter met on 6 December at Carrow's Restaurant in
Carpinteria. The guest speaker was Terry Schaeffer, agricultural weather forecaster for the National Weather Service. During the cool season, Schaeffer is stationed in Santa Paula where
his main duties are fruit/frost forecasting for Ventura County.
As a service to the agricultural industry and the public, Schaeffer provides forecasts on such parameters as temperature, dew
point and winds. Magnitude, location, and duration are key
elements in his forecasts.
Schaeffer's presentation centered on the weather patterns
associated with severe frost episodes in Ventura County. Maps
were displayed depicting surface and upper air conditions during a series of such events. Most hard frosts in Ventura County
are associated with continental air masses with very low dew
points. Radiation losses resulting from calm, clear nights, dry
soil, and low dew point temperatures have resulted in air temperatures in the mid teens having been recorded in the citrus
growing areas of the coastal valleys. Associated with these
very dry conditions are pronounced diurnal ranges in temperature. Schaeffer recalled a day in November 1976 at Bardsdale
where the temperature ranged from a high of 35°C to a low of
4°C. It was noted that severe freezes are rare during relatively
moist conditions. However, in January 1949, snow fell over
most of Southern California in depths of one to six inches.
Schaeffer ended his presentation with a question and answer

period.—Robert Sears, Chairman

•

For barometric pressure
measurements that you can rely on...

Rosemount's 1201F1B transducer delivers t h e
performance you need.
For such applications as r e m o t e w e a t h e r o b s e r v a t i o n
systems, b u o y a p p l i c a t i o n s , a i r p o r t w e a t h e r r e p o r t i n g o r
laboratory a n d scientific i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n , Rosemount's
1201F1B Pressure Barometer Pressure Transducer is t h e
ideal c h o i c e .
Features i n c l u d e : excellent reliability w i t h an MTBF
greater t h a n 41,000 h o u r s , b a r o m e t r i c pressure ranges as
n a r r o w as 900-1050 mbar, static accuracy of .031% FSP,
l o n g t e r m stability of .05% per 12 m o n t h s , a n d +12 V D C
i n p u t p o w e r o p t i o n . C u s t o m pressure a n d t e m p e r a t u r e
calibrations are also available.
R o s e m o u n t is t h e w o r l d ' s m o s t e x p e r i e n c e d m a n u f a c t u r e r
of p r e c i s i o n capacitive pressure i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n a n d
t h e sensor t e c h n o l o g y used in t h e 1201 has p r o v e n itself in
t o u g h applications f o r o v e r 20 years. For f u l l i n f o r m a t i o n ,
call or w r i t e t o : Barb K e h n e , Pressure Products M a r k e t i n g ,
(612) 828-3831 or contact t h e R o s e m o u n t sales o f f i c e
in y o u r area.

Rosemount
AEROSPACE DIVISION

12001 W . 7 8 t h Street, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344.
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Meteorological Data Systems
Servo "SMART" Solid-State Microcomputerized
Automatic Radio Theodolite-for renewed life.
Now—convert your old Radio Theodolite (AN/GMD or WBRT) into an
even more reliable system and extend its service life.

AN/GMD

WBRT

"SMART"
DATA CONTROL ASSEMBLY

Since the 1950's, AN/GMD and WBRT Rawin Sets have been operational all over the world, providing reliable
service in vital winds-aloft radiosonde observations. Now, a unique, low-cost upgrade program offers as
much as fifteen more years of new life with improved performance.
The original WBRT was designed and produced by Servo Corporation of America for the U.S. National
Weather Service in 1957. Servo has produced all of the WBRT's in operation in the world today and is the
only company with successful engineering and manufacturing experience on both WBRT and GMD systems.
Servo has entered the production phase on a major contract from the U.S. National Weather Service for
the design and production of an "ART" (Automatic Radio Theodolite) reconfiguration program to modernize
all WBRT's and GMD's operated by the NWS.
The "SMART" system can be used to upgrade any WBRT or GMD anywhere in the world—with fast,
simple on-site installation and minimum downtime—at surprisingly low cost, both initial and life-cycle. Key
design and performance features include:
• Solid state electronicsmicroprocessor controlled receiver, tracking loop, range and angle converters
• Improved accuracy
• Improved conical scanning feed assembly
• Antenna tracking simulator for microprocessor-controlled flight scenarios
• Full compatibility with future requirements such as upper-air
minicomputer interface and software, as well as communication interface.
Get "SMART". Contact Servo for complete details about this new opportunity to extend the operational
service life of your inherently rugged GMD's and WBRT's.

serVo

Washington, D.C.:
Alexandria, Virginia 22304
Phone 703-370-0419

SERVO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Hicksville, New York 11802
Phone 516-938-9700 • TWX 510-221-1872

Canada:
Ottawa, Ontario K1P5A9
Phone 613-238-5071 • Telex 053-3314

Europe:
Chemin du Cap 1-3, 1006 Lausanne, Switzerland
Phone (021) 29-98-73 • Telex 24-420 SERVO CH
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